
 
 

                  Green Flag Award 2014/2015 
 
                                Victoria Park Stretford Trafford MBC  
 
 
Bandscores 
 

Desk 
Assessment  

0-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-30    

Field 
Assessment 

20-29 30-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-70 

Overall score 30-44 45-54 55-59 60-65 66-69 70-74 75-79 80+ 
 

Status - Pass 
Overall band score - 70- 74 
 
Desk Assessment Feedback 
Band score - 20 - 24 
 
Criteria  
  

Strengths  Recommendations  

Presentation  
 
 
 

The management is presented in 
concise and very readable style  
The plan identifies and lists the 
facilities and features  
There is a good balance in the 
park management plan between 
the level of detail and 
conciseness  

 

Health, Safety 
& Security 
 
 

There is an open aspect to 
Victoria which will deter aspects 
anti social behaviour occurring 
and are adequately addressed 
within the management plan  
Health and safety is adequately 
addressed within the 
management plan  
The park is patrolled on  a 

 



regular basis by police 
community support officers 

Maintenance 
of equipment, 
buildings  
& landscape 
 

Good use of the management 
plan as a format for site facilities 
and features this also identifies a 
timeline of improvements and 
community involvement helping 
the park evolve and change  
 

 

Litter, 
cleanliness, 
vandalism    
 
 

Issues such as dog fouling are 
addressed within the parks plan  

 

Environmental 
Sustainability 
 
 

There are some really good 
environmental mini schemes and 
projects within Victoria e.g. a 
wildlife garden, a small pond, & 
long grass areas.- well done and 
good to see  
There are good corporate 
policies e.g. no peat policy. 

 

Conservation 
of 
heritage & 
nature 
 
 

The history of Victoria is well 
covered within the plan  

 

Community 
Involvement 
 
 

The management plan is used as 
a good tool to record all the 
partners who contribute to 
Victoria Park  

It is vital that the friends of Victoria 
park group are continued to 
encouraged and supported by the 
Park management team  

Marketing 
Strategy 
 
 

Marketing is adequately 
addressed within the 
management plan  

 

Overall 
management 
 
 
 

Comprehensive monitoring plan 
is in place and effective with 
excellent links between the green 
flag criteria and  

 

 
Additional comments  
 
 
 



 
Field Assessment Feedback 
Band score - 45 - 49 
 
Criteria  Strengths  Recommendations 

  
A Welcoming 
Place 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The park has a welcoming feel with 
and open aspect with the 
shrubberies appropriately 
maintained formal fence and 
Memorial gates  
There are detailed notice boards 
when accessing from main 
entrances.  

in some places visitors are faced 
with multiple signs –Care should 
be given to installing too many 
signs around entrances, Perhaps 
less is more  

Healthy, Safe  
and Secure 
 
 
 
 

Victoria had a comfortable feel 
during the judging visit there was a 
diverse range of park users which 
was good to see  
Good use of the murial wall which 
acts both as physical barrier and 
also a pleasing colourful visual 
feature which has encouraged by 
those who participated in making it 
ownership of the park 

 

Clean and  
Well 
Maintained 
 
 
 
 

Park management issues such litter, 
and dog fouling are addressed 
through the provision of a good 
number of bins, and dog fouling 
issues proactively managed by the 
provision of free dog poo sacs 
provided by the friends group 
Clean safe toilets and first aid box 
are provided at the community room 

. 
 
The path condition was acceptable  

The formal annual display 
borders were not being 
maintained due to the high weed 
coverage.  
It would be recommended to 
review the size and numbers and 
allocate the resource to a smaller 
high standard display e.g. at the 
main entrance to the park to 
increase initial visual impact and 
then consider sustainable 
planting schemes  

Sustainability 
 
 
 
 
  

Extensive natural areas of longer 
grass wildflower meadow 
development  which is good to see 
and proactively managed  
Evidence of many and diverse range 
of environmental projects such as 
bird boxes bird feeding stations, 
wood sculptures  

 

Conservation Good links with the history of the Continue and develop the  Gate 



and Heritage 
 
 
 
  

park and the heritage of the 
surrounding area of Stretford  
The park has moved on from the 
days of 6 bowling greens  

project by applying for Heritage 
funding as outlined  

Community 
Involvement 
 
 
 
  

Fantastic commitment being shown 
by the friends of Victoria park which 
is a credit to all involved  
Good evidence of the park being 
used by a range of different users 
such as the bowlers Youth group’s  
Diverse range of events organised 
by the friends of Victoria park 

 

Marketing 
 
 
 
 
  

Good Evidence of annual newsletter 
Use of friends of Victoria park web 
site ,Park leaflet and 6 monthly 
events flyer  

 

Management 
 
 
 
 
  

Evidence of good park management 
practices and joint working with the 
friends groups  

Did not understand Action plan  
table What had been achieved is 
just a series of dots with no real 
explanation or key 

Additional Comments 
Victoria park continues to be a vital and well cared for and extensively used green 
space in such an urban environment as Stretford it is a credit to the parks management 
team and friends of Victoria park to be able to maintain the park to such a good 
standard in today’s climate and provide “ The heart and lungs of Stretford “– well done 
to all involved  
 
 

 
 


